
How Does Google’s New Feature, Small Thanks Work?
We all know the importance of online reputation management
in this day and age and know that it is not something to ignore.

With facts like that, why not show off your positive reviews everywhere you can! 

Google makes this easy with their new tool, Small Thanks. Small Thanks turns positive 

reviews into beautifully designed posters. Business owners can share the posters on 

social media or even generate a high-resolution PDF to print and display in store.
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How does it work?

Search for your business on 

smallthanks.withgoogle.com

Once you’ve found your 

business, Google automatically 

provides you with three 

different options from your 

businesses positive reviews. 

You can select one of these or 

customize your own.

WHY NOT?

Would pay more 

to a company with 

higher ratings.79% 86%
Trust online reviews

as much as personal 

recommendations.
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With the customization option, 

you can change the layout from 

one review to three reviews 

in one poster, plus have some 

flexibility in color options.

Once you’ve decided on the 

layout, color and review you 

want you can now choose

how you would like to use 

your poster. 

Google makes it easy to share 

on Google+, Facebook, Twitter 

and even generate a high 

resolution PDF to print for 

an in-store option. 5

It’s as easy as that! If you would like Midwest Marketing to help your business with

Small Thanks, or your Online Reputation Management give us a call! 605-716-5666

For more tips on managing your online reputation management check out 

our video your online reputation is everything!
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